NGUYEN NGUYEN
UI/UX / Web / Graphic Designer

I am a open-minded guy who love photography, movies, gaming and music,
possessing the passion for beautiful objects.
All of the things above have always been my motivation, inspired the soul of
mine to be a precise person. From my perspective, they are the most precious,
which provide me a plethora of sources to learn actively and creatively.

INFO & CONTACT

EDUCATION

Full Name: Nguyen Nguyen
DOB: 12/13/1987 - Sex: Male
Mobile: +84 93 606 4341
Email: hatechuu@live.com
Web: http://hatechuu.com/

2005-2006: DpiCENTER
2006-present: Self-taught
(I'm still pursuing my artistic studies
throughout various online courses that the
internet have to offer).

WORK EXPERIENCE
Vietmedia PTE (Mar 2006 - Dec 2006) - Web Designer
Work with a team of designers and developers, our projects were mostly Flash-based. I even
designed a site for Ngo Thanh Van (a Vietnamese popular actress / model).
The Gioi So Magazine (Jan 2007 - Feb 2007) - Graphic Designer
This is where I started to accumulate the experience in printing design.
NhanCorp (May 2008 - Oct 2010) - Graphic Designer / Web Designer
A hybrid role, which I had chances to work with some big brands such as Tiger Beer Vietnam, Sony
Ericsson, Vinalink, Luat Viet, Viet Tan Studio. The projects included animations, brochures, posters,
ads, logos and websites. I even did web design for My Tam (popular singer) & Unlimited (Vietnam’s
favourite rock band).
Evil Genius Technologies (Mar 2013 - Jun 2013) - UI/UX Designer / Web Designer
This is where I started to learn about WordPress and Responsive Design. The projects included
Word-Press themes, UI/UX for iOS Apps.
Stage Group (Aug 2015 - Sep 2016) - Team Leader / Web Designer
I've had the opportunity to work on projects from Japan and have a good experience
with awesome Japanese staff.

SKILLS

STRENGTHS

Digital Graphic Design
Web Design, HTML/CSS
UI/UX Design
Photography, Photomanip
Basic 3D Modelling

Ability to understand client's needs and
expectations.
Can communicate effectively and have
adequate problem solving skill as well as
highly cooperate skill.
Positive attitude to challenges, and
result-oriented tasks.
Capable of working under high pressure.

